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name of that claimant. A rupee of the second regnal year was In the Da Cnnha Collection.
The ordinary couplet silver issues of Aurangzeb continue through the reign. On a rupee of the first year, the mint-name is at the top of the coin, but afterwards it invariably'Occupies the last line.,
Two rupees of A'zam Shah are known.
Coins are known in all three metals of Akbar and the three succeeding emperors, and rupees of every emperor to Shah 'Alam II have been found, but gold of the later Mughals is very rare. Only RafTu-d-darjat, Muhammad Shah, and Shah 'Alam II are represented in this metal. One or two rupees of Shah 'Alam I are known which bear in the reverse formula the words ^U J& ^^U instead of the usual ^jiU oj*e ^^U. Coin No* 2095 was the first of this type to be recognized—see N.S. XI, § 67, and my Note below on Khambayat Mint—and though the mint-name is cut, I suspect it is Ahmadabad. On the coins of RafTu-d-darjat, Ahmadabad is associated with an epithet *yj>\ cu^j eornament of towns'. It is a moot point whether the mint of Muhammad Shah, ^5U1 ^^ is or is not Ahmadabad.
Ahmadabad recognized the right of the pretender Shah Jahan III to strike coins, and. Bedar Bakht, the titular emperor set up by Ghulam Qadir in 1202, was permitted to exercise a similar privilege—No. 3248. Mr. Nelson Wright has a copper coin of this pretender.
The Ahmadabad issues of the later Mughal emperors, and the copper currencies in particular, are inadequately represented in this Collection,
AHMADNAGAR
Lat. 23° 38'        Long. 72° 54'
GL	S.	C.
Akbar               —	1	—
Jaliangtf           —	3	—
Shah Jalian       —	1	—-
Aurangzeb        ~	4	—
Shah 'Alarn I    —	1	—
Ahmadnagar was founded in the sixteenth century, and became the capital of the Nizam Shahi dynasty. In the fortieth year of Akbar's reign, the Mughal armies invaded the Dakhan, and Ahmadnagar was besieged but not taken. It eventually capitulated to Akbar in person in 1008, but it was not till Shah Jahan's reign that the Nizam Shah! kingdom was annexed to the Mughal empire,
A few Ahmadnagar ilalil rupees of Akbar are known,

